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Introduction. The theories of Kac-Moody algebras and dual resonance
models were born at approximately the same time (1968). The second
theory underwent enormous development until 1974 (see reviews [25, 26])
followed by years of decliae, while the first theory moved slowly until the
work of Kac [14] in 1974 followed by accelerated progress. Now both

theories have gamed considerable interest in their respective fields,
mathematics and physics. Despite the fact that these theories have no

common motivations, goals or problems, their formal similarity goes
remarkably far. In this paper we discuss primarily the mathematical
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326 I. B. FRENKEL

theory. For a review of the physical theory see the paper of J. Schwarz in

this volume [27].
At an early stage of the history of dual resonance models, it was

understood that many results could be naturally mterpreted in terms of

the representation space V of the commutation relations

[x'W] = (y, [^(m), a-'(n)] = mg>tv8^_,, (1)

where /x, v e (0, \,..,,d - 1), m, n £ Z, g'1" = diag (-1,1,... ,1). There-

fore, V is the linear span of the elements of type2

]l^(m,)\p} (2)
(=1

where m, < 0, p'lLp)= j^Lp), x'l|p>= ^(9/9^^^), ^ =^^
G R1'</-1 and [e }^ is a basis. Later it was observed that (1) is just the
canonical quantization of a string movmg in d-dtmensional space-time;

hence, the name of the theory was changed to dual string models. In

order to obtain the dual ampUtudes physicists defined a "vertex opera-
tor':

x(p,z)=^p[p. 2a(^"
n=l

•exp(p • (p log 2 - ;x))exp -^ • 2 ^^-z-" > (3)
n=l

where p • a(-n) denotes

p^{-n) = g^a\-n), etc.

Ten years later this operator was reborn in the representation theory of
Kac-Moody algebras. For some tune mathematicians tried to obtain as
smiple a representation of the infimte-dimensional Lie algebras as they
have for classical finite-dmieasional Lie algebras.- The solution was first
given m [21] for one algebra, and Garland observed some similarity with
dual resonance models. Then in [9, 28] the "vertex construction" was

found for the whole class of affine Lie algebras and the similarity became
a precise correspondence.

It happens that if one restricts p m (2) to be m the even integer lattice

called the root lattice, then the space V is exactly the space of an
irreducible representation of an affine Lie algebra g. Furthermore, the
operators a'l(m), p'1, together with the modified vertex operators X{p, z)
' 6B> II P II =2, provide the "basic" representation of the affine Lie

2 p) Is a standard bracket notation used in physics. In mathematical literature this

element Is usually denoted by e^.
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algebra g. The only modification is the operator By of multiplication by
±1 on vectors \q), which nevertheless is quite importaut. In this paper

we will consider two further applications of these vertex representations.
The first application is the study of all the representations of § with a
dominant highest weight (standard representations) inside the basic
representation V. This is possible thanks to the existence of subalgebras

g^,,] C g, n £ N, isomorphic to g. We prove the conjecture about multipl-
icities of irreducible representations of g^ iu V which was formulated in

[8].
As a second application of vertex representations, we give a construc-

tion of an arbitrary Kac-Moody algebra with real roots of equal length.

This representation is not irreducible, but it yields some new information
about hyperboUc algebras. In particular, we obtam the expUdt form of
operators corresponding to unagmary root vectors of zero norm. Again

we should acknowledge the priority of physicists, who fiist mtroduced
these operators [4]

Ai(n)=f^)X(nk,.)^ (4)
(-^

where n G Z, k, a1 G Rl'd-1, </c, /c>= (/c, a')= 0, <a', ^)= S,.. They

noticed, in particular, that for fixed k these operators form a Heisenberg
subalgebra

[^'•(m),^(n)]=mS,,^,_,,/c(0). (5)

Another important object in the dual resonance models is the Virasoro
algebra spanned by the operators

1
L(n)=^- 2 : a(-m) • a(n + m):, (6)

where : : denotes the normal ordering, i.e., : a(m) • a(n): = a(m) • a(n)
if n > m and = a(n) • a(m) if n < m, These operators satisfy

[L(m), L(n)] = (m - n)L(m + n) + -^(m3 - m)S,,_,, (7)

This algebra is known to mathematicians as a central extension of the
algebra of vector fields on a ciicle. In dual resonance models the Virasoro
algebra is used for the definition of "physical" subspaces of V:

V, = [v £ V: (L(n) - c8,,^v = 0, n > 0} (8)

where c is a constant. In the representation theory the Virasoro algebra
commutes with the Kac-Moody algebra g. The subspace Vc becomes a
representation of g. It turns out that as such, V is irreducible whenever

V^ ¥1Q, if fi = S 1(2), [16, 28]. This is no longer true m general. In this
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paper we introduce a maxunal commuting algebra §w for arbitrary
simple finite-dimeasional g, which contains the Virasoro algebra. We

obtain the decomposition

V=^VW®W (9)
p-

where V([),~) is an irredudble fimte-dunensional representation of g, and

0(ju) is the corresponding irreducible representation of S . We also

conjecture a resolution of B(|U).
One of the highest achievements of the dual resonance models is the

no-ghost theorem which asserts that for the critical dimension d = 26,the
physical space V^ contains no vectors of negative norm. We use'this

theorem in order to obtain an upper bound for the multiplicities of

hyperbolic algebras of rank 26

dimQ^^(-(c(,u>/2), (10)

where

2 My" =
1

n=-1 qU^l-q")24 (11)

In fact, (10) is true for an algebra containing all the hyperbolic algebras
of rank 26. This algebra, called the Monster Lie algebra, has been
introduced in [2] with the hope that it will "explain" the biggest sporadic

group F, of Fisher and Griess, laiown as Monster. One of the proofs of
the no-ghost theorem uses the space V\^ , spanned by the elements of

type

n^""(-",)^> (12)
1=1

where ^4m'(-/i,) is defined m (4), (/c, k) = 0 and satisfies the properties

(p,k}=\, (p,p}=2. (13)

In the case when p is in the unique even unimodular lattice in R1:25, the

space V,^ = ©^F\fc,p, where p runs through all the elements satisfying
(13), has the character

Ch^.A = q~} + Const + 196884^ + ••.. (14)

Here, Const depends on k and its minimal value is 24. The number
196884 exceeds only by 1 the dunension of the minimal representation of

^i. It was conjectured in [3] that there is a "natural" representation of F^
in a space with the character given by the right side of (14). Recently [10],

considerable progress was achieved in the understanding of the connec-
tion of dual resonance models and the natural representation of the
Fisher-Griess Monster.
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Predicting this connection, F. Dyson, in his talk at the von Humboldt
Foundation Colloquium, said:

"Stranger things have happened in the history of-physics than the

unexpected appearance of sporadic groups." And he contuiued: "We
have strong evidence that the creator of the universe loves symmetry,

what lovelier symmetry could he find than the symmetry of the Monster?"

1. Kac-MEoody algebras and standard representations.

1.1. We begin by recalling first the defmition of Kac-Moody algebras.
Let / be a finite subset in Z and |7|= /. An 1X1 integer mati-uc
A = {a,j)ije[ is called a Cartan matrix if it satisfies the following
properties:

(i) a,, =2, a,^. are nonpositive integers for ;' 7&y, and a,.= 0 implies

a^., = o, i,j e I.

(ii) There exists a nondegenerate diagonal / X / matnx D such that the
matrbc DA is symmetnc.

We denote by g(^4) a Lie algebra over C with 31 generators e,, f,, h,,
;' £ I, and the following defuung relations:

[h,h,] = 0, [e,, f^ = -8^h,,

[/i,, e,j = a,,^., [A,y;.] = -a,^,

(ade,)l-a'^,=(ad/;.)1- '̂" f. ==
> i ^J, (1.1)

where ;', j £ /. The algebra g(^t) is called a Kac-Moody algebra [13, 24].
In this pape^ we wUl suppose that A is symmetric.

We define the following notions: the Cartan sub algebra i) = I)n<8 C,
where t)^ = 2,e^R/i,; the bilinear symmetric form (,) on I), such that
{h,, /i.) = a,., ;', j E J; the Weyl group W generated by reflections with

respect to h, in I); the root lattice Q = 2(e/Za, C f)n (for symmetric A
we identify a, = /i,), the weight lattice P = Sfe/Zoj, C i)^, (Q:(, u.) = 5,.;
the system of real roots A/; = U,^Wa, C Q. We will defme several
sub algebras of g(A) as follows: n+ generated by e,, i £ I, n generated by
/,, i £ 7, 6+ = f) © n+, 6~= I) © n-. There is a unique bilinear mvariant

symmetric form on g(A) [13, 24]. We choose such a form, which extends
the bilineai syimnetric form (, > on I) and denote it by the same symbol.

Let e:<2X(2->{±l}bea bilinear function satisfying the following
conditions:

e(a,/3)e(;8,a)=(-l)
<^p)"

",/?<= 6,

e(a,a)=-l for (a, a) = 2, a G Q. (1.2)

The existence of such a cocycle follows by extending its arbitrary
definition on the basis elements e(a:;, a.),;' <J, i,j £ I.
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Kac-Moody algebras admit a rather explicit description for a special
choice of Cartaii matrices. The first type of Kac-Moody algebras we are
considering is distinguished by the condition that the Cartan matruc A is
positive definite. The corresponding Lie algebras g = g(A) are fmite-
dimensional simple Lie algebras with roots of equal length, i.e., of one of
the types A,, / 3s 1, D,, I 5s 4, £„ I = 6,7,8. These algebras have a simple

realization in terms of a ChevaUey basis:

9=^+2 Cx^,
ae&

[/i,xJ = (A,a>jc^, /iGi),

[x,,xp]=0 ifa+^AUO,

[Xa,xp]= e(a'P)xa+P ifo(+/?(=A,

[^_J=-a. (1.3)

The identification with the first defmition is determiaed by setting

xa, = et' x-a, = /f> ( e I-

The second type of Kac-Moody algebras we consider is distinguished
by the condition that the Cartau matrix is positive semidefinite. It can be
defmed as the unique extension of a positive-definite symmetric Cartan
matrix A and will be denoted by A. The corresponding Lie algebra
g = g(A) is the affine Lie algebra (or loop algebra) with real roots of

equal length, i.e., of one of the types A^\ I > 1, D;(l), I 5s 4, £,<1),
/ == 6,7, 8. The Lie algebra & admits the following realization:

f", y

&=g®c[^,rl]©Cc,

t"]= [x, y] ® t"l+n + m{x, y)8^_,,c (1.4)

where x, y Eg, m,n E Z, c is a central element in g. We wiU identify
g = g ® 1 and set eg = x_^ ® ?, /o = x^ ® ?- , /ig= c — a, where a is the

maximal root in A. This provides one with the equivalence of the two
definitions of g. We denote by g a semidirect product of g with Cd,
where d = t(d/dt) is a derivation of g.

We will also consider a class of hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebras, which
are determined by the condition that the signature of <(, ) on f) n has type
'\, I — 1). In particular, if we define the overextended Cartan matrix

A = (a,.)[.^_i by the conditions OQ,-! = -1; ao,i = 0, (' = I,...,/, and

A =(aij')i,j-o is the extended Cartan matrix. Then the hyperboUc alge-
bra/g'= g(^4) admits the following construction [5]. Let V be the basic

representation of g with the grading starting from 1, i.e., the irreducible
representation with the vector t>o £ V satisfymg the conditions

g®C[^]t)o=0, cvo=dvo=vo, (1.5)
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and let V*- be the coutragradient representation. We define a map A:
V* X V^ g by

<K"*,u)=-2 (u*,^,u)x,
J^-t

(1.6)

where v* e V*, v £ F, (x^.: y e J) is an orthonormal basis for g with

respect to the form. We defme a Z-graded Lie algebra a = 5;,,e:za where

ao=8'-a-l= v\al= v*'and where a+=2;">ia» and. a-=2,,,,,a_,,

are the free Lie algebras generated by a, and a_,, respectively. The Lie

brackets between a, and a_i are defined'by [v*, v] = <f>(u*, u) and

between a/, and a_/, /c, / > 1, are defined inductively. Let 5 = 6sjr +S~,

^ = 2^i^, ^ = [x E a^: (ad a^)/c-'x = 0). Then we have

THEOKEM 1.1 [5]. 9 is an ideal in a and a/S » y(A).
In particular one has for a E A, roc/i C/iaf (a, u_,) = 1,that

dim^=j)(/)(-(a,a)/2+l) .

where

(1.7)

^P(l\n)q"=v{q)
n=0

-/

(1.8)

and we denote cp(q) = H^^|(I — q'").

1.2. We recall Kac's results about standard representations [14], Let us
denote Q+ = .[a = 2,e/",",, n, G Z+ , / £ I), P++= [\ = i^,h^,,

ni G Z+^ ;• £J}.An element <\ EP++ is called a dominant'highest

weight. The standard representation on irreducible representation with
dominant highest weight \ of Kac-Moody algebra g is by definition the
unique irreducible representation F(A) satisfying the followmg property:
there exists a vector Vy £ 7(A) such that

n+uo=0, hvo={\,h}vy, he^. (1.9)

Let C(P) denote the algebra of all formal sums of elements of the group
algebra C[J>] with support in a finite union of the sets v + P+. Let.V be
a representation of g. We call the character of V the formal sum

chr= 2 dim^
p.ep

(1.10)

where P^ = [v G K: hv = </x, /i)u for aUA G i)}. We wUl consider the
category of representations V with chF' e C(P).

PROPOSITION 1.2 (KAC). (i) For \ E P++ one has

chF(^) =
2;,,e,ydet(w)e"'(A+")

<'PIL.A,(1 - <--a) :
(1.11)
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or equivalently for jit £ P+ , y,^\,

2 det(w)dim^(A)^+p-».p=0.
we w

(ii) In particular, for \ == 0

2 det{w)ewr = e" [[ (l - e-u),

(1.12)

(1.13)
weiv uEA.

where p = 2,e/-"c

When g is a fiaite-dimensional simple Lie algebra, Propositiou 1.2
becomes the classical result of H. Weyl. Later on we will use the
following corollary of (ii), in this case taking the value at t(\ + p) and
setting q = e~',

qW/2 ^ (i_^+p>)= ^ det(w)g"w^+'>)-""2/2. (1.14)
ueA+ weiv

When the Kac-Moody algebra is an affine Lie algebra g (it) is lcnown
as the Macdonald identity. Again taking the value at t(\ + p) and setting
q= e~!, we get

q\H1/^ U (l-g(<«,A+?))= ^ det(w)gWA+?)-?"z/2. (1.15)

ue&+ weiv

In subsection 3.1 we wiU show how to "divide" the numerator of (1.11)

by the denominator in the affine case. For the representations of level 1
the character of V(\~) has an especially simple and beautiful form [6,15]:

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let & = d + ijobe a level 1 weight of g. T/ien

i~/ V of . /i<Y.T)/2chF(6')=<p(<?)-' 2
yeu+g

eY . g<r.T)/2,

where q == e~c.

2. Vertex representations of Kac-Moody algebras.

2.1. Kac-Moody algebras admit a particular representation, which
plays an important role in the theory. We will caU it the vertex represen-
tation and we will use it for several applications later on. Now we wUl
give a construction of the vertex representation.

Let Q(A) be a Kac-Moody algebra with the noudegenerate mvariant

biliuear symmetdc form (, ). We call the Lie algebra g(^4) = 9(^4) ®
C[T, T~{] ® CC, with the Lie bracket given by (1.4), the affinization of

Kac-Moody algebra Q(A'). In particular, the subalgebra f) = f) ®
C[T, T~l] ® CC is caUed the Heisenberg subalgebra of g(^). We define

the action of Q, on I) by the formula

a . h ® r'" = A ® rm- (a, h}S^C, a- C=C (2.1)
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where a £ Q, h £ I). The pair (t), g) is called the Heisenberg system of
g(^4). In this paper we wUl always use the notation /i(n) for h ® T".

Let r be a lattice in I) n such that Q CT CP, and let e: Q X T -^ Cf

= (z e C: |z|= 1} be a biliaear cocycle, whose restriction to Q X g
satisfies (1.2). We wiU fuc a polarization of ^ = l)+ +(I) + CC) + IT,
where I)± = f) ® T± C[r±1]. Let ^( ()-) denote a symmetric algebra of I) -

and C[T] be a group algebra of T. We construct an iireducible projective

representation with the cocycle e of the Heisenberg system (I), Q~) m the
space V = S(^") ® C[F] in a standard way [9]:

h(n)- u®ea=n(9,,(_,,)v)®ea, n > 0,

h(-n~) -v<9ea== (/i(-n)u) ®ea, n > 0,

,/i(0) • u ®e°=u ® (9,,ea) = (/i,a)u ®ea,

p . v ®ea=v <Sea+13, C-v®ea=v®ea (2.2)

where a (= F, /? £ g, u G >S'(I)~).

We define a class of vertex operators which was first introduced m dual
resonance models:

Z(a,z)=exp[ 2 ^-"(-")
«=1

a(n)| (2.3)• exp(log 2a(0) + o:)exp| - 2
»I=l

where of £ Q, z G C\0. Generally speaking Z(a, z) maps V into F'/, the

space of formal series of elements from V. However, the homogeneous
components X,,(a), n e Z, defmed by the decomposition ^"(u, z) =
2,,ez^r,i(a)z-" are well-defined operators on V, We wUl often denote

Z,,(a) by jcx(a> z)2" cifz/-z> where C is a circle containing the origin. This
notation has a precise meaning in the following sense. Let v G V, then

X,^v=[x(a,.)v.."^.
c ' ' ^

We wiU always operate with vertex operators having in mind this fact.

Let e,,: qr] -^ qr], a £ g, be given by £„ • e^ = e(a, ^)e/}. We
introduce the operators X\a, z) = Z(a, z')e^. One can find directly the
commutation relations between the homogeneous components of vertex

operators; in particular, one has [9]

[A(m),Z,?(a)]=(/i,a)^,(a),

[^(a), X^P)] = 0, (a,P)>0,

[X,',, (a), X^P)] = e(a, P)X,s,+^a + ?), (a, /?)= -1,

[^e(a),^,(-a)] = -(a(n + m) + n5,,_,) (2.4)
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where a, ? E A, n, m E Z. The above calculations 'are based on the

following formula for \z \>\Zy \:

ZE(a,z)Ze(^,Zo)=E(ff,^)(z-.o)<a'/?>

•(^}-wl:XB(a,^X^,z^. (2.5)

where : : denotes the normal ordering, and the operator analogue of the

Cauchy residue formula. Setting h^ = A,(0), e, = ZoE(ai )>./,' = ^oe(-a()> OIle

can deduce from (2.4) the commutatioa relations (1.1).

THBOR-BM 2.1. Let g be a nonaffine Kac-Moody algebra. Then its

representation TT in Vis defined by

^;)=A-oE(a,,),

^f,)=XS(-a,), ie I,

^(h,)=h,(0).

In particular, the operators X^a), a G A/,, (/e/we (/ie representation of all
real root elements.

PROOF. The relations (1.1) follow immediately from the commutation
relations of vertex operators (2.4). Then the simplicity of g [11] implies
the result.

It is interesting to note that although the vertex representation has
appeared first in the affine case, affine Lie algebras are excluded from the
statement of Theorem 2.1. We will formulate this result separately.

THEOREM 2.2 [9]. Let Q be a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra. Then
the representation TT of the corresponding af fine Lie algebra g is defined by

7^a("'))=^f(a)> ae'A,neZ,

ir(h(n)) =h{n), TT-(c) = Id.

The representation Pp decomposes into the sum of fundamental representa-

tions of § corresponding to the orbits of Q. in T.

We define a Hermitian form (,) in V by the conditions

(1 ®e»,l®e/i)=5^, /i(n)*=A(-/t), A e !)„. (2.6)

The form (,) is positive defmite on V if and only if the form (, ) is
positive definite on ti ^. One can check the foUowmg property:

Z,Kffl)*=^_E,,(-a). (2.7)

We introduce now an important algebra actmg on V which is called
the Virasoro algebra. This algebra is, in fact, a central extension of the
algebra of vector fields on the unit circle and can be defined as follows:

b= 2 CL(n) ©Cc, (2.8)
/iez
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[L(m), L(n)] = (m - n)L(m + n) +
m- - m

^ "»!,-«' (2.9)

where c is a central element of b. Let /?„ ;'= I,...,/, be an orthonormal

basis of t). One obtains a representation of the Virasoro algebra b on V
by setting

L(n)=^1 2 :hi(h-m)h,(m):. (2.10)
(=1mEZ

In this case c = /• Id. One can verify the following commutation rela-

tions [9]:

(2.11)

^- (2.12)

The Virasoro algebra b commutes with g and therefore allows one to

significantly "decrease" the reducible representation V. We defme for
/ceC

V,= (ueF:(L(n)-/c5o,,,)u=0,neZ). (2.13)

Then for each k G C such that V^ ¥^ ^ we obtain a representation of g.
There representations are irreducible only in the sunplest case of g = S 1(2)

[16, 28].
Let & be an affinization of a Kac-Moody algebra g. We can extend it

to a semidirect product with the Virasoro algebra b by using the foUow-
mg commutation relations:

[L(m),/i(n)] =-n/i(m+n), /tGl),

[L(m), X,',(a)] = -n^.+,,(a), a G A/,.

[L(m),x®t"~\ =-('"+' ^-x ' (" = -nx n 4- m (2.14)

Then (2.11), (2.12) imply that the vertex representation of & can be

extended to the semidirect product if one defines L(n) by (2.10).
2.2. Real root vectors exhaust the root system of Kac-Moody algebra

only in the finite-dimensional case. In general, we have in addition

infinitely many imaginary root vectors, and it is not known yet which

operators represent a general vector of this type. We will find now the
form of operators correspondmg to the light-cone (isotropic) imaginary
root vectors for a hyperbolic Lie algebra. Physicists can recogiuze "pho-

ton" vertex operators mtroduced in dual resonance models [4].

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let Q be a hyperbolic algebra of rank I, and let y G A
be an isotropic imaginary root vector. Then any x £ g has the following
representation on V:

7T(x)=/^(.)^(7,z)^ (2.14)

where a G f) u orthogonal to y.
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PROOF. First we wUl check the identity

[;^c(a, z) tj^e(^, .) f] = <a, ^a(z)ZE(a + ^ .) f

(2.15)

where a, P £ A/;, a + /i = y. One has •

fx^^,j^,^\'C ~ ' ' z'JCy " " Z0

= /J ^ Xe(a, .)X-(P, .„) ^ - fje(p, ^)X\a, z)^ ]
z

-R

dz \ dzy

=^|/_e(a,/^_zzo^:ZE(a,z)^(/?,.o):
'Cy\->C^\C, ' " ' [Z- ZyY

dz \ dzQ
Z I Zr

dzr
=B(a,?)l a(z,)Xt(a+P,z^^°.

'Cy ' " ' ' "' Z0

This impUes that g cousists of elements of the form (2.14), where a £ ^
is orthogonal to y. Theorem 1.1 implies that dim Q^= I — 1, and we note

that f^y(z')Xe(y, z)dz/z = 0. Therefore, every operator of this form
belonpc to g .

Let as consider an affine Lie algebra as a subalgebra of hyperboUc

algebra actmg on the vertex representation. Then one has

dz
Ze(a+nc,z)t^, lh(z)Xe(M,z)"^,

Z J F' Z

PROPOSITION 2.4. TJie operators

dz
<C ' • Z •1c

a GA,n £Z,/i £ ^,andh(Q~),

where h E f) is orthogonal to c ((c, c)= 0), define a representation of the

af fine Lie algebra g on V. In particular,

(i)

V^)X'(mc, z)^, f^)Xe(nc, z) ^] = m{h, g>5,,_,,c(0),

(ii)

^(z)^6(mc, ^,jx\a + nc, z)^j

= e(mc, a + ?ic)(/i, a) ^ Z!i(a + (/n + n)c, z) —-,
z
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(iii)

[/^c(a+mc,z)^,^Z(/3+nc,z)^]

= e(a + me, ? + me)

;0, (a,/?>>0,

f^e(a+P+(m+n)c)^, (u,/?)=-l,

'a(z)Xe{(m + n)c, z) & + m8,,.,_,,c(0), a = -/L
IQ • • • • • Z,

PROOF. The proof follows from Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.1; also,
it is not difficult to check the commutation relations directly, e.g. (i)

/z(z)^zo) = : h(z)g(^): +-^-,(A, g),
[z-zo)

^hW(mc, z) ^,f_g(^X\nc, ^ ^ \
'c ~ ' ' • z j^-' ~' ' • "• Zy

h(z)g(z,)Xe(mc,z)X(nc,z,)d^-
-o \ '-n

-f^WXE(mc, .)X\nc, ^o) ^° ^

X'(mc,z)Xe(nc,z,)(h,g)-
Co\-'C,,\C, (z-.J2; ^o

= <h' s}SAZix^mc' z))^z6(nc' ^) ^
'Cy\ az ~ ' I Z=S9 ~ "' Z0

=m(h, g) f c{z^X\{m + n)c, Zg) ^°
'Co ' "' " - • -' Zy

=^(A,g)S,,_,,c(0)

because

dz
'_c(z)Xt(kc,z)^=S^c(0). Q.E.D,
'c • ' • • z

If we consider the dunension of the space of operators of the form
f^h(z)XS(nc, z)dz/z, then we can notice it is one more than dim Q^.
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One can ask a question: What is the meaning of this additional one-
dimensional space? It turns out that this is a derivation of the affine Lie

algebra g.

PROPOSITION 2.5. Under the conditions of Proposition 2.4, the operators

Jcd(z)X\nc, z~)dz/z where {d, c)= -1, {d, a>= 0, a £ A, cfe/i'ne the
extension of § by the Virasoro algebra. In particular,

(i)

(z~)X'(mc,z}dL, fx'(a+nc,z)^\
z Jr z

dz

(ii)

—ne(mc, a 4- nc) / X°(a + (m + n)c, z)—,
z

V^zWmc, z) dJ-,fh(z)Xe(nc, z) ^

dz
= -nj X'({m + n)c,z) ^,

2,

(ui)

'd(z)Xe(mc,.)d^,[d{z)Xe(nc,z)^\
'C i •'C

= (m - n) /'(z)Z-((m + n)c, z) ^ + 2m35,,_,,
,^ , .. ' •' i

3. Standard representations of finite-dimensional and affine Lie alge-
bras in the vertex.

3.1. In this section we wffl consider the vertex representation V= Vp
of fimte-dimensional Lie algeba g. One can see that any irreducible
finite-diinensional representation V(A) with the highest weight \ occurs
in V, e.g. such subrepresentation of g is generated by the highest weight
vector 1 ® e £ F. Let B(A.) be the vector space of all the highest weight
vectors of irreducible representations isomorphic to ^(A) in V. One has a
natural isomorphism

v^ 2 V{\)®Q(\).
\ep++

(3.1)

There is a natural duality between vector spaces V(A.) and ii2(A) which we
wiU make more apparent m the next subsection. In particular, we will
define a Lie algebra acting irreducibly on S2(A). Now we wUl determiae
the multiplicities of V(\) in V, i.e., we wiU find the character of B(A.).
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THEOREM 3.1 [17]. Let g be a simple Lie algebra. For any dominant A the
multiplicities of V(\') in the vertex representation V are given by the
gen era ting function

chS2(A)=?<^>/2
IL.A,(1-^+P>)

<p(?)
(3.2)

PROOF. We give here a proof different from the one given in [17],
which has a simple generalization to the case when g is affine. Let us
denote S(p.) = S(^~~) ® efl and consider any irreducible representation U

of g and its intersections with the spaces >S'(A + p — wp). We let

n^_^=dim(UnS{\+p-wp)). (3.3)

The character formula (1.12) for g impUes that, except in the case when
U ^ V{\\

^ det w • n
w<=W

\-}~p~~wp =0. (3.4)

In the case when C/w V(\), n^ = 1, and n^+p-wp = 0, for w ¥= 1. We

multiply the equality (3.4) by qk, where k is the level of the highest
weight vector in U C V. Then summing up these equalities for all
irreducible U ¥= F(A.) we obtam

chfl(A)= 2 detw • chS(\+p-wp).
wv=W

(3.5)

Now, using the fact that

chS(^=v{qy'q<il'ii>/2 • (3.6)

and the specialized form of Weyl's identity (1.14) we obtain the result.
It is a remarkable fact .that iia the same space V = Vp we can study not

only all the standard representations of g but also all the standard
representations of Q. Let us define a subalgebra &[„] C g:

&t«]=0®C[(",r"]+Cc. (3.7)

Then clearly ^^ w g where the isomorphism is given by

i,,{x®tk") =x<8tk, i,,(nc)=c (3.8)

where /cE Z,x E g. Therefore, if we restrict the representation V to Q^,
then taking into account isomorphism (3.8) we obtain a representation of
level n. Moreover, this representation is reducible (the only exception is
when n == 1, and g is of type £'g), and any irreducible level n standard

representation V(\) with the highest weight \ occurs m V, e.g. such
subrepresentation is generated by the highest weight vector 1 ® e^° £ V,
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where \ = nd + ~\o-(\y^o)c/2. We define S2(X) as in the finite-

dimensional case and we get the decomposition

V^ S 7(\)®B(X). (3.9)
\ep++
level \=n

In [8] we formulated a conjecture about the multiplicites of V(\) m V

which we will now prove.

THEOREM 3.2. Let Q be an affine Lie algebra acting as the algebra g ^ in
the vertex representation V. For any dominant \ the multiplicities of V(\)

in V are given by the generating function

chn(\)=<?<W2
IL^(l-^+p>)

vW
(3.10)

PROOF. The proof is a literal repetition of the proof of Theorem 3.1

where we only change p to p, W to Wand we use (1.15) instead of (1.14).
Note that Theorem 3.2 implies munediately Theorem 1.6 of [8].
We remarked in [8] about the miraculous coincidence

chS2(\)=ch^(\)' (3.11)

where B(A)''and ch are defined as follows (see [22]). Let f)' be a
principal Heisenberg subalgebra [19]; then the restriction of any irreduci-
ble level 1 representation of § to ^' is still irreducible aud isomorphic to

the canomcal Pack space VQ. The general standard representation V(\)

of g has the decomposition

7(A)=Fo®B(^)' (3.12)

where Q(\)' is the vector space of vacuum vectors m V(\) for t)'. One

can define a character ch of'the spaces in (3.12) with respect to a

differentiation d' so that

where

ch,r(X)=ch,Fo-ch,B(^)'

ch^(\)=ch^(\)L-.,=,^,,.,.,,

(3.13)

is the so-called principally specialized character. Then the character
ch Q(\V is given by the right side of (3.10). Theorem 3.2, (3.11) and
(3.13) imply that

Ch= 2 ch7(A)|,-^,;-ch,F(\) (3.14)
AE=P++

level \ = n
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does not depend on'level n, and thanks to (1.16) has a very simple form.

An explanation of this fact from the represenation theory point of view
would be very important.

3.2. We know from (2,11) and (2.12) that the Virasoro algebra com-
mutes with the action of g. Therefore, starting from one element 1 ® eK
E B(A), we can generate an mfmite-dimensional subspace of S2(A) by
the action of the Virasoro algebra. However, only m one special case,

when g = §1(2), do we obtaui the whole space B(A), i.e., the Virasoro
algebra acts irreducibly on S2(A). In order to generate B(A) for an
arbitrary g, we need au extension of the Virasoro algebra. Before we give

the definition of this algebra we recall Wick's theorem weU known m
physics literature.

The product of two Unear operators a,, a 2 £ § differ from the nor-
mally ordered product by some scalar operator. We call this scalar

operator contraction and we will denote it by a lower bracket

0,02= : aia^ +aifl2. (3.15)
We define a normally ordered product with pairing by

: a, a,,: = a,a^. a~-ajak- a\ • • • aj-\aj+\ • • • ak-\ak+\ • • • a,,:.

(3.16)

Now we can give a simple formulation of Wick's theorem.

THBOREM 3.3. The product of normally ordered products of linear opera-
tors

(: ai • • -a^0(: a/t,+i •••"^:) • • • (: a/c,,_,+i • • • "fe,,: )

is equal to the sum of all normally ordered products of these operators

: a\ •••akak,+\ •••ak,,'-

with all possible pairings between elements of the n sets

(a|,...,a^),(a^,,...,a^),..., (a/<,,_,+,,...,a/,,,)

including the normal product without pairings.

PROOF. The proof is a straightforward induction.

We will apply the Wick theorem to the case when n = 2 and A,, =

a^z) = 2/,ezaA:(")z-"> ak e 1E>' Simple calculations show that

,ai(zi)a.2(^) =
(z, -z^)

j{al'al), Iz,l>|z. (3.17)
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For example we can prove, using Wick's theorem, the commutatiou

relations (2.9) with c = / • Id. One has

2 2 :A,(^(^:^o)^o):
,=ly=l I* '" '1

/ /
ZZr

=22 s,-^-,s
zz,

2U'J\
,=iy=l (Z-Zy) (Z-ZQ,

2.2

= I
z"z

(^o)
4 •

We get four terms with one contraction and two terms with two contrac-

lions; therefore,

2 2 :/.?(.) ::Aj(zo):
(=1 y=l

=22 ••h^)h^:
;=iy=i

+
4zz, ,2^2

^ 2 :h,^h^): +2,—^-, . (3.18)
\Z-ZQ)~I=\ [Z-ZQ,

Now (2.9) follows from the Cauchy residue formula

[L(m),L(zo)]=^
ZZr

CH\C,\ (z - ZyY ;^1
2 -.h,(z)h,{z,):

+i^l_l^(fe
~2^~^r^

/ I ^3
m V .1. l-\i. t - \. i [ -2 " .m+1=|zo^"'S:A,(z)A,(zo):+T^o2^'

dz ^••^^°" • 12- ^

d ./ ^ , /

Z=ZB

= 2mzo"L(zo) + ^o"+l ^^(^o) + T^(m + lMm - l)zom-
dz 12

(3.19)

We define now a new class of algebras generalizing the Virasoro
algebra. Let h £ t), we denote

A(")(z)=^(z)=(z^) A(z). (3.20)
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Let P{z) be a FP-invariant polynomial in h\"\z), i= 1,.,.,/, n e Z+ ,
and let P(n), n £ Z, be defined by

:P(.):= ^P(n)z-". (3.21)
«ez

The algebra of operators Sly is by definition the linear span of all -P(n),

n E Z, and Id, such that : P(z): commutes with g. The operators P(n)

are weU defined, and S w has a natural grading.

PROPOSITION 3.4. The algebra of operators Sw is closed under the Lie

bracket.

PROOF. We have to show that for any P(m), Q(n) E Sw,m, n G Z,

[P(m), Q(n)] = 2 ^.('", n)R,(m + n) +/(m, n)5,,,,_,, (3.22)
J^jr

where R.(m + n) e Sw, f; f are some functions on Z X Z, and / is a
finite set. This form follows from the Wick theorem aud (3.21). In fact,
the typical term of

|^P(.):^,^ 6(^:^1
'C ~ ' z •/Co ~' "' " 20

will be

p"'ip"i zzo . 1: p.Czto.fz^: ^'"^-
^ '^°r._ - i2 /: r^z)^zo):z'"^r

'Co\"'C'ACr I \ " (Z — Z(

d z,

(3.23)

where ;' runs through a fuiite number of contractions, and P\, Q,\ are

contracted P and Q. The typical term in (3.22) wUl be

.l+M^+ff
~zo

Jc,\-'W^-z)2+M+N

=/.

;P,(z)<2,(.o):.mA .,<dzo

'M+W+1

'c,(M+N+ 1)! dzM+N+l
(zM+m:P,(z)2,(.o):)^z^^,

which is clearly of the form hi (3.22).
The Virasoro algebra certainly is a subalgebra of Sw, and spanned by

P(n), n E Z, and Id, where P is the Casimrr element in S(^')w. In order
to illustrate what type of elements occur in Sw we will introduce a

generalization of Segal's operators (see [7]).
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Let [Xj] be an orthonormal basis of g, and let [x,, Xj] = 2/c C^x/^. For
any g-module V from the category 91L [15, p. 102] we introduce the

operator

L{^,z^~) =2^(21)^(^2) =2 ^/(zi)^,(zz): +dimg-
(zi- zz)

(3.24)

where | z, |>| z^ \ , The second expression in (3.24) allows us to extend the
definition of the operator L{z^ z^) for every z, TL ^3. Clearly the homo-

geneous components of L{z\, Zy) are well-defined operators in V.

PROPOSITION 3.5. The operator L(z^ z^) commutes with g. If, in

addition, z{' = z^, n = 2, 3,..., then Z-(zi, z^) commutes with g^,,].

PROOF.

\x,{m), ^Xj(z\)Xj(z^)\
J

= 2 ([x,(m), Xj(z^]x^z^ + x/zi)[x,(m), x/^)])
J

= 2(c,^(2,)^(^)z;" + C,^(z,)^(z^m)
Jk

=^C^(z,)x,(z,~)(zm-z^,
/•'

which obviously implies the result.
In the vertex representation we have

/

L(^,^)= 2 h,(z,)h,(z,) - 2 ^e(a,z,)Z8(-u,^)
1=1

/

ueA

z,z,
= 2 ^,(^/(^): +/•/ 'l'2 „
,=1 ^1-^ZJ

Z\Z1

,zi — zi) «eA

2 •.Xe(a^)X'(-a^):. (3.25)

Therefore the operators

-D^^-^-L^,^} =2 :a2"(z):+6 (3.26)Z| Z,212'2
7,==2 ^===^ (XGA

commute with g, belong to Sw, and deg Q < In. We formulate without
proof a generalization of this result.
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THEOREM 3.6. (i) For every P £ SWIV there exist Q, deg Q < degP, so
that: P(z): +: (2(z); commutes with Q.

(ii) For any dominant highest weight \, B(i\) is an irreducible representa-
tion of Sw satisfying the following properties:

P(n)uo=0, n>0, P(0)uo = (-P, A) UQ, (3.27)

where Vy=- 1 ® ex G F, anrf f(n) £ 51y, n G Z.

Here we will note only that the proof of Theorem 3.6 for g = §I(n)
follows easily from Theorem 1.6 in [8].

We remarked already that the decomposition (3.1) displays some kind

of duality between the representations of the algebras g and S w. In fact,

the irreducible finite-dimensional representations V(\) of g naturaUy
correspond to the irreducible representations Q(\) of Sw. The duaUty
can be extended further if one considers another natural class of repre-

sentations, namely the induced representations called Verma modules. By
definition a Verma module of g is defmed by any /\ £ t|* as the induced

module

M(A)= C/(g).®c/d,+)C^ (3.28)

where U denotes the universal enveloping algebra and C^ is a 6+ -module

via the action

{h+x)z= {\,h}z, h e(),^En+,zeC. (3.29)

One can define an analogue of Verma modules for SH/ by fixing a

polanzation

Sw = ^ + (^ + C Id) + 5)_H/ (3.30)

where Sfis spanned by P(n), n > 0, and sumlarly for S^, Sw:. Then for

any \ £ I)*,

sya(\ +p)= u(sw) ®u(s'^s^ (3.3i)

where Cx is a (S^ +S^)-moda[e via the action

(h+x)z={\,h)z, h (=Sf,x E5w,z£C, (3.32)

and (\, h) is the value of the polynomial h on A. Using the Chevalley
theorem that SWIV w C[P\, ...,P,] and Theorem 3.6, one has

chG]t(\+p)=q<^^2Mq)'.

Therefore Theorem 3.2 unplies that

chft(A)= 2 detwch6)lL(w(^+p))
wen/

(3.33)

(3.34)
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which is similar to the Weyl formula (1.11)

chV(\)= 2 detwchM(w(\+ p)). (3.35)
ivEH/

We know from- the results of Bernstein, Gelfand and Gelfaud [I], that
(3.35) reflects a much stronger result about the existence of the exact
sequence of g-modules

0 ^- V(\) ^ Cg ^- C| a^-o (3.36)

where s = dim n_, C^ = © g^(t)M(u'(/\ + p)). Therefore, one is led to

conjecture that the formula (3.34) also is not just a coincidence.
Conjecture 3.7. There exists an exact sequence of Sw-modules

0 ^B(A) <-Co^Ci 0 (3.37)

where s is as in (3.35), C^ = ©»,e^) 91L(w(A + p)).
one should have, according to Conjecture

F, ^^ ^^ W

In particular, for g = §1(2) one
3.7, the exact sequence

0 ^ B(A) ^ 91L(A + p) «- 9H(-\ - p) ^- 0 (3.38)

where B(X), 9TL() are modules of S w of rank 1..We noted above that in

this case the Yiiasoro subalgebra contams the main information about
S''y. Rocha-Caridi has proved that (3.38) is in fact an exact sequence of
Virasoro modules.

Finally, we wiU note that the strange duality between Lie algebras g
and S w becomes more transparent m the affine case. Let us consider the

decomposition (3.9). The vector space F(A) is by definition the represen-
tation space of the affine Lie algebra §. The vector space B(A), thanks to
the miracle in (3.11), can be considered as the representation space of the
Z-algebras studied m [23]. It is shown in [23] that some categories of
representations (which include standard representations) of Z-algebras

and the corresponding affine Lie algebras are equivalent. This implies
immediately the equivalence of the affine analogues of (3.35) and (3.36).

4. The dual model in the critical dimension and hyperbolic algebras of
rank 26. One of the main achievements of dual models is the no-ghost
theorem, which reveals the critical number 26. This beautiful result
implies the existence of one special representation of hyperbolic Lie
algebras of rank 26 and allows us to obtain an upper bound for root
multiplicities. For the sake of completeness we recall here the main steps
of the proofs of the no-ghost theorem.

We define V, „ n £ Z, to be the space of highest weight vectors of the
Virasoro algebra, i.e. v E V,, iff

L(m)u=0, m>l, L(0)u = nu. (4.1)
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The space F| plays the most important role in the dual theories. Let
V,i> = [v E V\; v= /i(-l) ® 1, /i E I)}. Clearly F,1' contains elements of

negative norm if and only if tin contains such elements. Let us denote

V^ = V\ Q V^. Then there is no reason to expect that there are no other
elements with negative norm in Vf, However, physicists ob tamed the
following remarkable result:

THBORBM 4.1 (NO-GHOST THEOREM). Let V be a vertex-representation of
a hyperbolic Lie algebra g, then V^ is a positive semidefinite space if and
only if rank g ss 26.

PROOF. We will mdicate the main steps of the proof. (See details m

[25],)
Step 1. We haye to prove that for every o; £ Q\0, the space 7,° n 5'(a)

is positive semidefinite. We consider >S"(a) naturally graded of >S'(a) with
respect to the degree operator

5(a) = 2 >*?(") M- (4.2)
M=0

Then v G S( a)^ belongs to V^ only if (a, a) = 2(1 - M). Now let us fix

any isotropic vector c G t), normalized by the condition (c, a)= -1, and
let us define the transverse space T(a, c) by the condition that u £ T(a, c)
if and only if

L{n)v = c(n)u =0, n>l, '(4.3)

Let us define the subspace G(a, c) of iS'(a) as the linear span of the
elements of type

v^ =£(-!)'' ...L(-n)S(-ir ...c(-m)'S, (4,4)

where v E T(a, c), \; ^ E Z+ , and 2/Vy + 2jUy > 0.

LBMMA 4.2. (i) The space T(a, c) is positive definite.
(ii) The subspaces T(a, c) and G(a, c) have zero intersection.
(iii) S(a) = T(a, c) © G(a, c).
Step 2. Now we can construct an operator which projects the space

•S'(a)/v to T(a, c)/v- Let c(z) = 2,,ezc(»)z-" be the generating functioa;

then the operator

D{n~)=jc{zY[zn^- (4.5)

is well defined in S(a) thanks to the condition <c,a)= -1, namely,
c(z)-' = (1 + Co(z))-' = 1 - co(z) + cg(z) - ... .Moreover,

(£>(«)-5o,,,)u = 0, n>0,uGT(a,c), (4.6)
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because D(n) - Sy,,, n 5s 0, is given by a series of terms each of which

contams at least one c(m), m > 0. We define now an important operator

00

E = (D(0) - 1)(L(0) - 1) + 2 (Z)(-n)L(n) + L(-n)D(n)). (4.7)
«=1

It is clear that Ev = 0 for u e T(a, c). However, only when rank g is 26

do all solutions come from T(a, c).

LEMMA 4.3. Let rank g be 26, C/;en
(i) the eigenvectors of E span all ofS(a),

(u) the eigenvalues of E are nonpositive integers,
(iii) the eigenvalue zero corresponds to, precisely, the transverse subspace

T(a, c).

The critical dunension appears in the formula

[L(n), E] = -«L(.) + dun^26(«3 _ ^(^

which provides the key to the proof of the lemma.
Let us define the projection operator onto T(a, c)^

,dz\Eaz-.

z

Then the definition (4.7) of E impUes that (u, u>= <^, P,)> 0. This
ends the proof of the theorem for rank g = 26.

We also note how to construct an explicit basis of the space

r(a - Nc, c)/y. Let us denote

dz
A,(n) = j a,{z)XS(nc, z} ^ (4.8)

where ;' = 1,...,/, a, orthogonal to c (and not proportional to c). Then

the elements of type

IK,,(-n,)l®ea, ^n,=N,' n, > 0, (4.9)

provides a basis of T(a - Nc, c)^. We denote by 7|^,n the space
spanned by the elements (4.9) with arbitrary TV.

Before we use the no-ghost theorem for hyperboUc Lie algebras of rank
26, we will prove one general fact about the subspace V\. We note that

when f)ji is positive definite, the subspace V\ is isomorphic to the adjomt
representation of g. It is no longer tme m general; however, one has
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let A be a subspace of V^ generated by the action of

Kac-Moody algebra g acting on 1 ®eu, a GA^. Then there is an epimor-

phism of representations of g,

P:A^Q, (4.10)

preserving the weight subspaces.

PROOF. Let {o:f}$=i be a root basis of A^. Any root vector of g\() is of
the form

ad XS( a,,) . . • ad X^( a,^_,) . ^( a,^) or

ad ^J(-a,,) ... ad ^o8(-",,,_,) • ^o'(-",,,). (4.11)

We wUl consider the following elements of A:

ZoE(",,)---^oe(",,,_,)-l®e^ or

^(-^•••^o8(-^_,)-l^-a'". (4.12)

By defmition, the map p sends the elements of the form (4.12) to the

elements of the form (4.11), respectively. Also we set

p:a(-l) ®1 ^a(O), aet). (4.13)

We wUl prove by induction on n that p is a linear map. This is true for
n = 1; suppose it is true for n — 1. Suppose that for n we have a linear
dependence of elements (4.12) (denote it by Y) but the corresponding
Unear combmation of elements (4.11) (denote it by Z) does not vanish.
There exists i E (I,...,/) so that [Zoe(-a,), Z] 7'= 0, because otherwise
g • Z would be a nontrivial ideal in the simple Lie algebra g. But

^S(.~ai) • y = 0, which contradicts the induction assumption. Fmally the
homomorphism property of p follows from simple calculations

p: Zo'(-a) . 1 ®ea = a(-l) ® 1 ^ ad ^(-a) • ^o6(") = "(O),

p: W-"))2 • 1 ®eu==2- 1 i»e-u

- (ad ZoE(-a))2 . Zoc(a) = 2Zo'(-u).

The no-ghost theorem and Proposition 4.4 allow us to get an upper
bound for root multiplicities of hyperbolic algebras of rank 26.

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let Q be a hyperbolic algebra of rank 26 and a E A.
Then

where

dun8c<sa^(-(a,a)/2)

00

2 ^n)q"=-
n=-l qU^(l - q")

24 •

(4.14)

(4.15)
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PROOF. Let us consider the null radical {0} of the form (,) m V\.
'Clearly it is a subrepresentation of g. We denote by V^ the factor
representation V]/[Q} of g.

We will prove that for a ¥s 0,

dhn(F^=p(-(u,a>/2). (4.16)

Lemsia. 4.2 and the no-ghost theorem imply that (J/i)a » •S'(a)^ and
(v\)a w T(a, C)M> where <u' ff>= 2(1 - M). Let us define^(/)(n) by

2^(«)g"=y(g)-/.
n=0

We will show by induction that

dimr(a,C)^=^z4'(^).

(4.17)

(4.18)

It follows from the defmition of S(a) that dim5(a)^ =^(26)(Ar). Also
we deduce from Lemma 4.2 that dimG!(a, c)^ = 2^<^dimr(a, c)^.
pm(N- M) =p^6\N~) -p^\N) by mducdon (obviously T(a, c)o =
1). This implies that dim T(a, c)^ = p(2\N).

Now we consider the epimorphismT?: A -> g from Proposition 4.4. The
subrepresentation A n (0) is mapped to zero because g does not contain
nontrivial ideals. Thus we have an epimorphism p: A = A/A D (0) -> g.

Thus dim g^ < dim A^ ^ dim(F])<« = !"(-<", a)/2). Q.E.D.
Proposition 4.5 and the results of [5] aUow us to conjecture that for

every hyperbolic algebra g of rank / one has

dim9^^'-2)(-(a,a)/2+l). (4.19)

Moreover, the upper bound (4.16) is the best possible (when the function

depends only on (a, a)). In fact, Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.3 imply
that for a G A/,, isotropic c E A, (c, a>= 1,

dung^=^/-2)(n)=^-2)(- +1). (4.20)

The no-ghost theorem distinctly displays the critical dimension 26 for
dual resonance models. It is amazing that the same critical number
appears in a theory which seemed to be absolutely remote from any

physics, namely, the theory of finite simple groups. Recently Conway and
collaborators [2] defined one infmite-dimensional Lie algebra, which they
called the Monster Lie algebra, with the hope that it would "explain" the

biggest sporadic group F^ of Fisher and Griess. We wiU give another
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definition of this algebra based on the vertex representation. Let () n ^
R2511; then there is a unique even unimodular lattice Q m t)^. We set

A/, = (u G Q: (a, a)= 2). Then we can construct the space V as in

subsection 2.1. The Monster Lie algebra g is by defuution the Lie

algebra generated by [X^a), a E A^}. Clearly g contains all the hyper-
bolic algebras of rank 26.

Let us fix a light-cone element c G A such that there are no real roots

orthogonal to it. Such a vector exists and the set L = [a G A/;: (a, c) =
1} is isomorphic to the unique even unimodular lattice of rank 24, which
does not contain elements of length if! [2J. We denote by F, the space

SueL^i.c.a' Then the character of F, is

Kq) = OL^/^T = ^ + 24 + 196884? + (4.21)

It was noticed by McKay that the number 196884 exceeds by only one
the dimension of the minunal representation of F). Conway and Norton

[3] conjectured that there is a natural graded representation of F] with the

character (4.21) minus 24. First Garland [12] and Kac [17] independently
tried to construct i7i in a space isomorphic to ^ . The first problem was
to obtain a representation of one important subgroup C=2^+l

' •(•0)/±1, where -0 is the automorphism group of the Leech lattice. It is
easy to construct another group C' = 224 • (-0) (= (2M+1/±1) • (-0)).

Using one observation of Griess, Kac [18] succeeded in passing from C'
to C. The last question is: Where is the whole group F\1 Recently,

important progress has been made in answer to this question [10].

Turning again to the dual resonance models gives a hint as to the answer.

Physicists know that m the contmuous version of F; ^ the obvious action
of the group 0(24) can be extended to the bigger group 0(25). This
extension becomes apparent only if we return to the bigger space V\.
Whether this unusual phenomenon corresponds to the extension of C to
F^ will become clear in the future.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. I am grateful to A. Feingold, J. Lepowsky and
A. Meurman for stimulating discussious. I thank A. Feingold for reading
the manuscript and A. Rocha-Caridi for proving the exactness of (3.38).

ADDED IN PROOF. I have leamed from P. Goddard and D. Olive that
they independently discovered the vertex representation of the Lie alge-
bra associated with an even unimodular lattice (see Section 2). I am

grateful to P. Goddard for correction of Proposition 4.4.

The representation of F^ in the graded space with the character
j(q)-24 has been recently constructed by J. Lepowsky, A. Meurman and
myself. However, the relation of this construction to the dual resonance

model in the critical dimension 26 is stffl waiting for its explanation.
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